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loafer, but that doesn't mean the potential investor will be able to open a phone. [ Â] In
Mindef to Invest $12 Million in 'Smart' ID Cards - [ '] In addition to their aforementioned
ability to open a phone, the cards will be equipped with technology allowing the owner
to be billed according to their geographical location. [ Â] According to Geocit, the first

batch of cards, which will be distributed in Singapore later in the year, will contain
security features which will keep the information of the cardholder safe from disclosure

and theft. [ Â] 'This would be the first time that ID cards would contain features that
can track the geolocation of the owner, as well as a tamper proof system, according to

Geocit,' said deputy managing director Christina Lee. Here is the detail for you. [ Â]
Only purchase within the UK mainland and the other European countries if you can be
reached by phone. [ Â] What is the full name and address for fax number of the issuer.
. In Malaysia, Smart ID cards will be used for more than 50 services such as payment

(through the Internet), bank account access, electronic toll collection, purchase of
goods and services at self-service terminals, and motor vehicles and in health centres.
[ Â] This would be the first time that ID cards would contain features that can track the

geol
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